
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

No.AIRBSNLEWA/CMD
 
To  

Shri P K Purwar
CMD BSNL
New Delhi

 
Sub: Payment of Medical bills to retired employees
Ref:  BSNL CO L.No. BSNL 

Respected Sir, 

We would like to extend our sincere thanks for releasing adequate Funds to clear the backlog 
medical claims of retired employees
payment of medical claims for the period upto 31st March 2022, 
 
Sir, even though, the instructions are very clear to make the payment of medical claims
retirees upto 31.3.2022,  at 
only has been cleared for the reasons
 
Due to this, thousands
Rajasthan Circles,
their medical claims were totally disappointed to not find their names in the lists prepared for 
payment.   In certain cases, selective payments have been released conveniently leaving out 
some of similarly places retirees.
 
Sir, we hereby solicit
issue suitable instructions to all Circle heads  to post all the previous parked bills of retired 
employees in the system
pending since long
 
Sir, implementation of the order under reference in its true letter & spirit will be highly 
appreciated, so that one of major issue of retired employees get amicably resolved at earliest 
please. 
 
With kind regards;

 
Copy to:  1. The Director (HR), BSNL, New Delhi
    2. The General Manager (Admn), BSNL CO, New Delhi

 

No.AIRBSNLEWA/CMD/2022/                                                              

Shri P K Purwar ji 
CMD BSNL  
New Delhi-110001 

Payment of Medical bills to retired employees- regarding;
BSNL CO L.No. BSNL CO-CA/25/4/2021-CA-ERP-FICO Dated 30

We would like to extend our sincere thanks for releasing adequate Funds to clear the backlog 
medical claims of retired employees with instructions vide letter under reference for the 

edical claims for the period upto 31st March 2022,  

Sir, even though, the instructions are very clear to make the payment of medical claims
retirees upto 31.3.2022,  at many circles, the medical claims of retirees upto 31
only has been cleared for the reasons, best known to respective circle management

Due to this, thousands of retired employees of BSNL Maharashtra, UP (East), West Bengal & 
Circles, etc., including those retired under VRS-2019, eagerly waiting for payment of 

dical claims were totally disappointed to not find their names in the lists prepared for 
payment.   In certain cases, selective payments have been released conveniently leaving out 
some of similarly places retirees. 

solicit personal intervention by your honor to kindly look into the matter and 
issue suitable instructions to all Circle heads  to post all the previous parked bills of retired 

in the system, including payment of Fixed Medical Allowance of Rs 1000 per month 
e long and arrange to make the payment immediately. 

Sir, implementation of the order under reference in its true letter & spirit will be highly 
so that one of major issue of retired employees get amicably resolved at earliest 

nd regards; 

General Secretary AIRBSNLEWA

Copy to:  1. The Director (HR), BSNL, New Delhi 
2. The General Manager (Admn), BSNL CO, New Delhi 

                  Dated 6th October, 2022 

regarding; 
FICO Dated 30-08-2022 

 

We would like to extend our sincere thanks for releasing adequate Funds to clear the backlog 
instructions vide letter under reference for the 

Sir, even though, the instructions are very clear to make the payment of medical claims of 
any circles, the medical claims of retirees upto 31st March 2020 

, best known to respective circle management. 

ashtra, UP (East), West Bengal & 
2019, eagerly waiting for payment of 

dical claims were totally disappointed to not find their names in the lists prepared for 
payment.   In certain cases, selective payments have been released conveniently leaving out 

ntion by your honor to kindly look into the matter and 
issue suitable instructions to all Circle heads  to post all the previous parked bills of retired 

including payment of Fixed Medical Allowance of Rs 1000 per month 

Sir, implementation of the order under reference in its true letter & spirit will be highly 
so that one of major issue of retired employees get amicably resolved at earliest 

 Yours Sincerely 

 
( Prahlad Rai) 

General Secretary AIRBSNLEWA 


